


STAND
   UP
PADDLE



CORE 7’11” CORE 8’3” CORE 8’7” CORE 9’1” 8’6” CSE 8’6” WOOD

10’6” SOFT 8’6” TOY iSUP
TOY 

iSUP
10’6” WIND 

iSUP 
10’6” STD 

WAVE - WIDE

ALLROUND / SOFT KIDS / SOFT                  INFLATABLES

9’2” CSE 9’2” WOOD 9’10” CSE 9’10” WOOD 9’10” WOOD CLEAR

WAVE NOSERIDER / ALLROUND



iSUP 
10’6”  ELITE

iSUP 
12’6”  ELITE 

iSUP 
RESCUE

BIG

CRUISER

MODEL VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN
CORE 7'11'' 102 lt. C.A 7’11” (241 cm) 28,4 7/64 (73 cm) 5 FUTURE FINS BOXES
CORE 8'3'' 109 lt. C.A 8’3” (251 cm) 29,2 1/64 (74,5 cm) 5 FUTURE FINS BOXES
CORE 8'7'' 118 lt. C.A 8’7” (261 cm) 29,12’2 1/64 (77 cm) 5 FUTURE FINS BOXES
CORE 9'1'' 127 lt. C.A 9’1” (277 cm) 29,12’2 1/64 (78,5 cm) 5 FUTURE FINS BOXES
EIGHT’6” WAVE CSE / WOOD 124 lt. C.A 8’6” (261 cm) 30 1/2” (77 cm) SURF BOX + FUTUREFINS
NINE’2” WAVE CSE / WOOD 137 lt. C.A 9’2” (279 cm) 30 5/8” (78 cm) SURF BOX + FUTUREFINS
NINE’10” WAVE CSE / WOOD / WOOD CLEAR 155 lt. C.A 9’10” (302 cm) 30,5” (78 cm) SURF BOX + FUTUREFINS
TEN’6” AST / AST WOOD 10’6” (320 cm) 31” SURF BOX + FCS FUSION + PB
TEN’6” PRIMO AST / PRIMO SOFT PE 10’6” (320 cm) 31” SURF BOX + PB
12’6” SCARAB 12’6” (381 cm) 29” 6,5” US
TEN’6” SOFT 10’6” (320 cm) 31”
EIGHT’6” TOY 128 lt. C.A 8’6” (260 cm) 29,9” (76 cm) 4,3” (11 cm) 2 X SIDE + 1 SINFGLE US BOX
iSUP TOY 110 lt. 8’2” (250 cm) 28” (72 cm) 4” (10 cm) INFLATION: PSI MIN15/MAX22
iSUP 10’6” WIND 240 lt. 10’6” (320 cm) 32” (81 cm) 6” (15 cm) INFLATION: PSI MIN15/MAX18
iSUP 10’6” STD 240 lt. 10’6” (320 cm) 32” (81 cm) 6” (15 cm) INFLATION: PSI MIN15/MAX18
iSUP 10’6” ELITE 190 lt. 10’6” (320 cm) 32” (81 cm) 4 3/4” (12 cm) INFLATION: PSI MIN15/MAX22
iSUP 12’6” ELITE 270 lt. 12’6” (381 cm) 30” (76 cm) 6” (15 cm) INFLATION: PSI MIN15/MAX18
iSUP RESCUE 185 lt. 10’8” (325 cm) 30” (76 cm) 4 3/4” (12 cm) INFLATION: PSI MIN15/MAX22
BIG ca. 1100 lt. 18’ (550 cm) 63’’ (160 cm) 8” (20 cm) DOUBLE FIN US

 ALLROUND / WINDSUP

10’6” AST 10’6” AST WOOD 10’6” PRIMO AST 10’6” PRIMO S. PE 12’6” SCARAB





KAULI SEADI



7’11” 8’3” 8’7”



CORE
WAVE
THRUSTER / QUAD   

Excellent small to medium wave riding boards. Developed and designed 
for riders looking for top wave performance in turning and acceleration 
combined with stability and easy wave catching. The Core models are super 
fun and easy to ride small to medium waves.
Single-concave nose and slight V in the center section accelerated towards 
the tail for looser rail-to-rail performance and acceleration in low to moderate 
wave speeds. The wide outline curve and rocker together make the ideal 
combination for beach breaks and for getting the max performance out of
less powerful waves.
All Core boards can be ridden as a thruster or a quad and are constructed 
using our own sandwich technology, which provides accurate stiffness and 
ultra lightweight with great durability.

9’1”

MODEL VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH FIN

CORE 7'11'' 102 lt. C.A 7’11” (241 cm) 28,47/64 (73 cm) 5 FUTURE FINS BOXES

CORE 8'3'' 109 lt. C.A 8’3” (251 cm) 29,21/64 (74,5 cm) 5 FUTURE FINS BOXES

CORE 8'7'' 118 lt. C.A 8’7” (261 cm) 29,12’21/64 (77 cm) 5 FUTURE FINS BOXES

CORE 9'1'' 127 lt. C.A 9’1” (277 cm) 29,12’21/64 (78,5 cm) 5 FUTURE FINS BOXES

    CAD-CAM custom construction technology
   15kg/m3 EPS core

   Wood/glass full sandwich on top and bottom
   Full glass outside lamination

   160 gr. bi-axial glass rail reinforcements





8’6”



8’6” CSE
WAVE / ALLROUND
THRUSTER / QUAD   

The 8’6” is a wave rider ready to take your riding to the next level. Designed 
with the all-round experienced riders in mind it is also suitable for lighter, 

Its fast, ultra maneuverable characteristics allow real snap cutbacks and 
performance riding in a variety of wave conditions. The perfect rocker line for
speed, tail-kick for tighter turns and rail shape designed with radical 
maneuvers in mind. The tuck-nose is designed to allow late take-off and 
vertical off-the-tops.

MODEL VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH FIN

EIGHT’6” WAVE CSE 124 lt. C.A 8’6” (261 cm) 30 1/2” (77 cm) SURF BOX + FUTUREFINS

   Wood Stringer EPS Core

Epoxy resin in a Clear Vision Tech

   Exclusive 3D designed footpad



8’6” WOOD
WAVE / ALLROUND
THRUSTER / QUAD   

The 8’6” is a wave rider ready to take your riding to the next level. Designed 
with the all-round experienced riders in mind it is also suitable for lighter, 

Its fast, ultra maneuverable characteristics allow real snap cutbacks and 
performance riding in a variety of wave conditions. The perfect rocker line for
speed, tail-kick for tighter turns and rail shape designed with radical 
maneuvers in mind. The tuck-nose is designed to allow late take-off and 
vertical off-the-tops.

MODEL VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH FIN

EIGHT’6” WOOD 124 lt. C.A 8’6” (261 cm) 30 1/2” (77 cm) SURF BOX + FUTUREFINS

 
  One Shot Moulding Technology

  Glass/Wood sandwich deck and bottom

  2 x M8 Pin-holes on deck for mast foot insert
  Exclusive die cut footpad





9’2”



9’2” CSE
WAVE / ALLROUND
THRUSTER / QUAD   

Designed with the advanced and experienced riders in mind the 9’2” is also 

a larger board. Its fast, ultra-manoeuverable characteristics and Noserider 
shape, allow real nose-riding with a modern style in a variety of wave 
conditions. The perfect rocker line for speed, tail-kick for tighter turns and 
rail shape designed with radical manoeuvers in mind. Suitable also for light-
weight guy’s or lady’s for cruising.

MODEL VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH FIN

NINE’2” WAVE CSE 137 lt. C.A 9’2” (279 cm) 30 5/8” (78 cm) SURF BOX + FUTUREFINS

    CAD-CAM custom construction technology
   15kg/m3 EPS core

   Wood/glass full sandwich on top and bottom
   Full glass outside lamination

   160 gr. bi-axial glass rail reinforcements



9’2” WOOD
WAVE / ALLROUND
THRUSTER / QUAD   

Designed with the advanced and experienced riders in mind the 9’2” is also 

a larger board. Its fast, ultra-manoeuverable characteristics and Noserider 
shape, allow real nose-riding with a modern style in a variety of wave 
conditions. The perfect rocker line for speed, tail-kick for tighter turns and 
rail shape designed with radical manoeuvers in mind. Suitable also for light-
weight guy’s or lady’s for cruising.

MODEL VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH FIN

NINE’2” WOOD 137 lt. C.A 9’2” (279 cm) 30 5/8” (78 cm) SURF BOX + FUTUREFINS

 
   One Shot Moulding Technology

   Glass/Wood sandwich deck and bottom
   

   

   2 x M8 Pin-holes on deck for mast foot insert
   Exclusive die cut footpad





9’10”



9’10” CSE
WAVE / ALLROUND
THRUSTER / QUAD   

For those wanting to start far out the back and carve into waves at full 
speed, the 9’10” is the perfect board for you.
Designed for the heavier rider who wants to ride with a short board feeling.

Suitable also for lightweight men or women for cruising.

MODEL VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH FIN

NINE’10” WAVE CSE 155 lt. C.A 9’10” (302 cm) 30,5” (78 cm) SURF BOX + FUTUREFINS

   Wood Stringer EPS Core

Epoxy resin in a Clear Vision Tech

   Exclusive 3D designed footpad



9’10” WOOD
WAVE / ALLROUND
THRUSTER / QUAD   

An unchanged rocker-line already giving great acceleration and for those 
wanting to start far out the back and carve into waves at full speed, the 9’10” 
is the perfect board for you.
Designed for the heavier rider who wants to ride with a short board feeling.

Suitable also for lightweight men or women for cruising.

MODEL VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH FIN

NINE’10” WOOD 155 lt. C.A 9’10” (302 cm) 30,5” (78 cm) SURF BOX + FUTUREFINS

 
   One Shot Moulding Technology

   Glass/Wood sandwich deck and bottom

   2 x M8 Pin-holes on deck for mast foot insert
   Exclusive die cut footpa





9’10” WOOD CLEAR
WAVE / ALLROUND
THRUSTER / QUAD   

An unchanged rocker-line already giving great acceleration and for those 
wanting to start far out the back and carve into waves at full speed, the 9’10” 
is the perfect board for you.
Designed for the heavier rider who wants to ride with a short board 
feeling, this model is our SUP “masterpiece” blending the most innovative 

produced.

Suitable also for lightweight men or women for cruising.

MODEL VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH FIN

NINE’10” WOOD CLEAR 155 lt. C.A 9’10” (302 cm) 30,5” (78 cm) SURF BOX + FUTUREFINS

    CNC Shaped EPS core hand laminated and covered 

 
 

    2 x M8 Pin-holes on deck for mast foot insert
 





CRUISING



10’6” AST
WINDSUP / ALLROUND
THRUSTER - SINGLEFIN + CENTER DAGGER FIN   

The 10’6” is a super fun all-round SUP&SAIL board perfect for starting with. 
An easy entry-level board providing maximum fun for beginners in any kind 

and maneuverable characteristics allow fun nose-riding in a variety of wave 
conditions.

gives strength in a light weight package; a tough construction blending 
durability and value.

MODEL VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH FIN

TEN’6” AST 10’6” (320 cm) 31” SURF BOX + FCS FUSION + PB

   AST technology uses EPS Core laminated with layers of 3D 

  2 x M8 Pin-holes on deck for mast foot insert.
  Exclusive die cut footpad



10’6” AST WOOD
WINDSUP / ALLROUND
THRUSTER - SINGLEFIN + CENTER DAGGER FIN   

The 10’6” is a super fun all-round SUP&SAIL board perfect for starting with. 
An easy entry-level board providing maximum fun for beginners in any kind 

and maneuverable characteristics allow fun nose-riding in a variety of wave 
conditions.

gives strength in a light weight package; a tough construction blending 
durability and value.

MODEL VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH FIN

TEN’6” AST WOOD 10’6” (320 cm) 31” SURF BOX + FCS FUSION + PB

    CNC Shaped EPS core hand laminated and covered by a full 
sandwich wood

   Bamboo layer on top and bottom

   Exclusive 3D designed footpad







10’6” PRIMO AST
WINDSUP / ALLROUND
SINGLEFIN + CENTER DAGGER FIN   

The 10’6” Primo AST is the perfect choice for schools and beginners that 
want to SUP&SAIL with one single board. Versatile in all conditions whether 

around shape offers great stability and excellent gliding making paddling a 

The 10’6” Primo AST is equipped with M6 inserts for a mast foot and 

MODEL VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH FIN

TEN’6” PRIMO AST 10’6” (320 cm) 31” SURF BOX + PB

    AST technology uses EPS Core laminated with layers of 3D 

system, creating volume within the skin as it cures under pressure. 

   2 x M8 Pin-holes on deck for mast foot insert



10’6” PRIMO SOFT P.E.
WINDSUP / ALLROUND
SINGLE FIN + CENTER DAGGER FIN   

Built in Soft PE Moulded Technology with a full EVA Deck and PE bottom, the 
10’6” Primo Soft PE represents the perfect choice for schools and beginners 
that want to SUP&SAIL with one single board.

stand-up paddling or riding in the waves. Its all-around shape offers great 
stability and excellent gliding making paddling a breeze. A full rocker shape 

The 10’6” PRIMO SOFT PE is equipped with M6 inserts for a mast foot 

PE soft-deck technology allows total safety and comfort for entry level and 
school riders.

MODEL VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH FIN

TEN’6” PRIMO SOFT PE 10’6” (320 cm) 31” SURF BOX + PB

  
Expanded CS-PE soft deck and PE slick surface bottom

   Full EVA crocodile-skin deck pad integrated
   Rail Band tape protection to prevent paddle strokes dents

   Nose and tail rubber protection





12’6” SCARAB
CRUISER
  

The 99novenove Scarab 12’6” is a race/touring stand up paddle boards. 
Speed and Comfort in all conditions, chop, upwind and downwind with ease. 
Glide and tracking with excellent stability and surprising maneuverability as 
well. The deck of the board has a step area design that lowers the paddler’s 
center of gravity also a bit more width for added stability. The Scarab is the 

MODEL VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

12’6” RACE 12’6” (381 CM) 29” 6.5” US







10’6” SOFT
SOFT / ALLROUND
THRUSTER - SINGLEFIN   

The 10’6” SOFT model is designed to meet the needs of surf schools and 

of our Soft Board range is ease and accessibility to everyone, from beginners 
to experts.

MODEL VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

TEN’6” SOFT 10’6” (320 cm) 31”

   Expanded CS-PE soft deck and PE slick surface bottom.

crocodile-skin deck pad integrated

  2 Wood stringers



8’6” TOY
KIDS SOFT SUP
THRUSTER - SINGLEFIN   

The TOY 8’6” SOFT model is designed for the little ones. Through our 
synergy and experience with the best schools, they are built in heavy-duty 
strength using anti-shock materials and 2 wood stringers. The board has a 
full EVA rail for greater security.
The 10’6” SOFT model is a true fun board for any level.

MODEL VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

EIGHT’6” TOY 128 lt. C.A 8’6” (260 cm) 29,9” (76 cm) 4,3” (11 cm) 2 X SIDE + 1 SINFGLE US BOX

 
Expanded CS-PE soft deck and PE slick surface bottom

  EVA crocodile-skin deck pad integrated

  2 Wood stringers





INFLATA
BLES





iSUP TOY
INFLATABLE
  

iSUP TOY is designed for kids, the overall size (8’2”x28”x4”) and low weight 

the wave riding category with a shorter length and width that increases 
maneuverability. 

fun and safety.

MODEL VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS INFLATION

iSUP TOY 110 lt. 8’2” (250 cm) 28” (72 cm) 4” (10 cm) PSI MIN15/MAX22

  
over 18 PSI (max 22 PSI) for extreme rigidity.

   Large EVA diamond grooved foot pad providing grip and comfort 
   Soft carry handle

   Stainless steel D-rings for tying to boats, docks, etc 
   Large, comfortable heavy duty backpack with extra room for gear 

storage. 
   High pressure pump w/ gauge

   Repair Kit





iSUP 10’6” WIND
INFLATABLE
  

Our all-new iSUP Wind will allow you to fully appreciate the ocean not only 

your summer beach time. 

board that allows you to also teach your family and friends how to windsurf 
plus it doubles as a classic windsurfer board to cruise around your local 

Our top rider Kauli Seadi and his wife Nana have chosen the iSUP Wind 
as the perfect choice during their summer sail boat cruise discovering new 

MODEL VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS INFLATION

iSUP 10’6” WIND 240 lt. 10’6” (320 cm) 32” (81 cm) 6” (15 cm) PSI MIN15/MAX18

over 18 PSI (max 22 PSI) for extreme rigidity.

   High pressure pump w/ gauge
   Repair Kit

   M8 Pin-holes on deck for mast foot insert





iSUP 10’6” STD
INFLATABLE
  

The 32” width offers a stable and comfortable ride, 6 inches of thickness 

for your fun times.

MODEL VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS INFLATION

iSUP 10’6” STD 240 lt. 10’6” (320 cm) 32” (81 cm) 6” (15 cm) PSI MIN15/MAX18

  Single Layer Technology with additional center stringer-stip Double 
Layer for optimal rigidity

  Large, comfortable heavy duty backpack with extra room for gear 

  High pressure pump w/ gauge
  Repair Kit





KAULI & NANA SEADI



iSUP 10’6”  ELITE
INFLATABLE
INTEGRATED SIDE FINS + CETERFIN   

The iSUP 10’6” is the board for every condition on any given day. Whether 

become a daily habit. It is the perfect family board and a great way to enjoy 
paddling during your holidays or daily travels. 

volume and width for increased stability with a convenient bungee system for 
transport. She will get you anywhere you want to go!

MODEL VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS INFLATION

iSUP 10’6”  ELITE 190 lt. 10’6” (320 cm) 32” (81 cm) 4 3/4” (12 cm) PSI MIN15/MAX22

 
over 18 PSI (max 22 PSI) for extreme rigidity.

  Large EVA diamond grooved foot pad providing grip and comfort
  Soft carry handle

  Stainless steel D-rings for tying to boats, docks, etc
  Bungee tie-down system

  Large, comfortable heavy duty backpack with extra room for 
gear storage.

  High pressure pump w/ gauge
  Repair Kit



iSUP 12’6”  ELITE
INFLATABLE
SINGLEFIN   

board. Suitable for all skill levels with its’ easy to get going approach. The 
high performance race outline with extra width and volume for increased 
stability compared to our competitors makes it fast and ideal for competing 

than the high performance boards, the iSUP 12’6” is the board of choice for 
families and friends who want that extra edge. Take the iSUP 12’6” on your 
next adventure and experience the world in a new way. 

MODEL VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS INFLATION

iSUP 12’6”  ELITE 270 lt. 12’6” (381 cm) 30” (76 cm) 6” (15 cm) PSI MIN15/MAX18

    Hi-Tech double layer drop-stitch construction allowing 12’6”

  Large EVA diamond grooved foot pad providing grip and comfort
  Soft carry handle

  Stainless steel D-rings for tying to boats, docks, etc
  Bungee tie-down system

  Large, comfortable heavy duty backpack with extra room for gear 
storage.

  High pressure pump w/ gauge
  Repair Kit





iSUP RESCUE 
INFLATABLE
  

The iSUP RESCUE is designed for Lifeguards to perform a fast rescue safely 
whilst transporting the rescuee back to shore. 4¾ inches of thickness and 

extreme rigidity and performance. At 30” width the hull is narrow enough 
for regular paddling, a key point in life saving situations. The high volume 
allows our iSUP Rescue Board to carry 2 people without any problem. The 
extended deck pad and the 8 side handles create a proven safety situation 

have’ at life saving stations, beaches, lake fronts, surf schools and camps.

MODEL VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS INFLATION

iSUP RESCUE 185 lt. 10’8” (325 cm) 30” (76 cm) 4 3/4” (12 cm) PSI MIN15/MAX22

   
over 18 PSI (max 22 PSI) for extreme rigidity.

   Large EVA diamond grooved foot pad providing grip and comfort 
   Multiple handle system

   Stainless steel D-rings for tying to boats, docks, etc 
   Large, comfortable heavy duty backpack with extra room for gear 

storage 
   High pressure pump w/ gauge 

   Repair Kit





BIG
INFLATABLE
  

6-8 people on the same time.  The board is very durable thanks to 
the Double-Layer construction, other features include 8 handles for 

great option for families, groups, schools and event, can use and enjoy 

MODEL VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

BIG ca. 1100 lt. 18’ (550 cm) 63” (160 cm) 8” (20 cm) DOUBLE FIN US

    Hi-Tech double layer drop-stitch construction allowing 12’6”

  Large EVA diamond grooved foot pad providing grip and comfort
  Soft carry handle

  Stainless steel D-rings for tying to boats, docks, etc
  Bungee tie-down system

  Large, comfortable heavy duty backpack with extra room for 
gear storage.

  High pressure pump w/ gauge
  Repair Kit



PADDLES

TOY
ALU

125-170

Blade size: 7.5”
Blade Area: 50 sq. in
Range: 125-170 cm

The TOY paddle is 

little ones, the future water 
men and women of the sea. 
Rubber Protection along 
the blade edge introduces 
greater security.



TOY
CARBON
125-170

3-PCS
ALU

170-210 

3-PCS
CARBON
170-220

BASIC
ALU

170-210

BASIC
GLASS
170-210

Blade size: 6.5”
Range: 125-170 cm

Not only adults want a paddle 
with high performance, the 
99novenove TOY Carbon 
is designed for the little 
champions.  The 6.5” wide 
blade is perfect for children 
and being adjustable (125-

size kid.

Blade size: 8.7”
Blade Area: 72 sq. in
Range: 170-210 cm
Size: 92.5 cm unmounted

The 99 3 pcs. PVC / 
Aluminum is our three-piece 
paddle all-round entry level. 
Only 92 cm when folded 
away to allow easy transport 
inside your iSUP bag. Once 
assembled this paddle can 
be used by the whole family 
thanks to its range and 
usability.

Blade Size: 8”
Blade Area: 70 sq. in
Range: 170-220 cm
Size: disassembled 95 cm
Weigh: 770 gr

The 99 three piece 100% 
carbon paddle is designed to 
guarantee max performance 
in a 3 pcs. transportable all-
round paddle. High quality, 
small footprint, versatility and 
performance all built in to 
lightness and technology to 
match your performance with 
easy carrying possibilities.

Blade size: 8.7”
Blade Area: 72 sq. in
Range: 170-210 cm

99 Basic paddle is made of 
PVC blade and Aluminum 
for entry level paddle surfers 
and schools. Heavy Duty and 
durable with a versatile range 
of use. Rubber protection 
along the Blade edge 
prevents your board from 
nasty dents and increases 
safety.

Blade size:8.1”
Range: 170-210 cm 

99novenove Basic Fiber 
paddle is made for paddle 
surfers who want a lighter 
paddle with all features 
needed in allround paddle 
at a great price. The full 

provides good performance 
and is therefore easy to use.



PADDLES

ALLROUND 
BAMBOO
170-220

Blade size: 8.25”
Blade Area: 78 sq. in
Range: 170-220 cm
Weigh: 773 gr

The 99 Bamboo Carbon 
paddles combines design 
and technology to an all-
round paddle. Versatile multi-
purpose tool for paddlers 
who want to vary the 

have performance as their 
object.



ALLROUND
CARBON
170-220

CARBON PRO
7.0
215

CARBON PRO
7.8
215

CARBON PRO
8.5
215

CARBON PRO
8.7
215

Blade size: 7.8”
Blade Area: 68 sq. in
Range: 170-220 cm
Weigh: 661 gr

The 99 All-round Carbon 
adjustable paddle is perfect 
for wave riding in small 
conditions due to its reduced 
size blade. Lightweight 
and its minimal adjustable 
system makes it a paddle of 
reference

Blade size: 7”
Fixed shaft: 215 cm

The 99novenove Pro Carbon 
is perfect for paddlers who 
perform high cadence of 
stroke during cruising or race. 
The 7” wide of blade permit 
quick shots in the water useful 

reach the line up and perform 
the take off. The shape of 
blade adds stability to the 

Excellent for down winders, 

Blade size: 7.8”
Blade Area: 68 sq. in
Range: 215 cm
Weigh: 630 gr

The 99 Wave Pro paddle is an 
element par excellence with 
a plus for take-off and wave 
riding with a superlight feel 
and strength with a perfect 

Blade size 8.5”
Blade Area 80.7 sq. in
Range: 215 cm
Weigh: 590 gr

Designed for pure racing 
and long distance sessions, 
the 8.5-inch blade allows 
the correct frequency of 

100% carbon oval-shaft 
provides great propulsion so 
combined to the foil of the 
blade, together they transmit 
full control and energy.

Blade size: 8.7”
Blade Area: 76 sq. in
Range: 215 cm
Weigh: 597 gr

The 99 race 8.7” 100% 
Carbon is a true pro race 
oriented paddle. Thanks to 
its blade outline and foil this 
paddle keeps a reduced 
area in total by facilitating 

passing under the rail during 
paddling.


